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This handsome bag from Lo Scarabeo provides an attractive way to safely store and protect your

valuable decks. Â This bag is big enough to hold two standard size (2.6 x 4.7 inches) decks.
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For what it costs, it's a good solid bag. The stitching is sturdy, it's lined, the colors are rich, and it

has double drawstrings. When you pull it closed, it stays closed. Of course, it's not velvet. It's

velvety, and I think the bag shouldn't be marketed as "velvet", that's misleading. That said, It's

roomy enough for a Tarot deck and a spread cloth, or sometimes, I carry two Tarot decks in it. It's

also big enough for a chunky rune set. It's thick enough to keep my cards protected. Sure, it's not

some custom made, hand printed, precious watered silk and Baroque velvet bag, but really, for

eleven bucks, you could do way worse. This baby's been riding around in my messenger bag for

over a year, and it still looks great. It's a perfect affordable knock around mass-marketed bag, that

still looks good.

I bought this bag because the box of one of my decks was too damaged and old, and I needed

something to protect the deck. The bag is very nice, with a lovely color. It is big enough for two

decks. In fact, I would have preferred it smaller, but hey, I can put two decks in the same place! The

only problem I had was the strong smell it had when it arrived. It was far away from being pleasant. I



was not very happy at all, but the strange odor vanished few days later.

The Triple Goddess Velvet Bag is a lovely item to store runes, cards, special beads, images for

visualization or anything else precious you'd like to carry around -- beautifully!Just looking at it will

suggest special uses for you that the manufacturer might never have imagined!

This bag is perfect and the color is so nice my wife loves purple and she fell in love when she saw it

thanks so much this is a great buy for anyone.

I got this bag for my tarot supplies and it's perfect. It's plenty big enough for my cards, casting scarf

and a good size cleansing crystal. The bag is very well made, with sturdy stitching, a nice lining and

beautiful embroidery. The drawstrings stay closed nice and tight, too. I'm very happy with my

purchase!

I purchased the bag because of the picture, but I do have to say that the picture does not do the bag

justice, The color is beautiful and the bag is huge, I could put the cloth as well as cards in here.

The bag is nice and will fit a couple of decks of standard tarot and maybe a large size tarot or

adventure deck. Probably great for runes or other items too. The bag is embroidered nicely and the

triple goddess pattern borders the trigram. The only minor disappointment was the bag was not

"what you see is what you get" in terms of color, as it it more of a light merlot. Overall, I'm still happy

with my purchase and will find some use for the bag.

I am such a fan of these bags! So well made, and inexpensive. I don't like tight bags, these are

roomie. The material is super durable and the inside is lined with a velvet like cloth. I put my Tarot

and a cloth in them comfortably. I like my cards to breath and have some luxury while in transit. Also

great for whatever else you want to store. Many different designs.
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